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WHAT IS AUGMENTED REALITY ?



- Augmented Reality is an enhanced interaction with the 
physical world through computer generated content

- Augmented Reality through Reality Composer

WHAT IS AUGMENTED REALITY ?

- Reality Composer is an Apple app that is used to  create 3D objects 
and manipulate them to interact with the physical world. Reality 
Composer allows the user to share these 3D objects through .USDZ 
files without others having to download an app. 



OUR IDEA BACKGROUND RESEARCH 

Our Mission is to provide educators with a practical guide to 
Reality Composer so that they may enhance the way they 
present information to their students. Our guide is meant to 
be broad enough to be adaptable to any subject and specif-
ic enough to account for any possible obstacles that educa-
tors might face.



- Apple products with IOS13 or higher can successfully run Reality 
Composer
- Reality Composer creates and saves projects on iCloud
- Works well with .obj,.gilf and .usd files
- The app holds a library of objects and allows the option to import a 
developer's own object. 
- Move, scale or add emphasis with the app’s preset behaviors that el-
evate the AR experience 
- Share product with iMessage, AirDrop, Mail and more

OUR IDEA BACKGROUND RESEARCH 

Basics of Reality Composer



BACKGROUND RESEARCH 

- Keep Setting Consistent  
- Avoid one dimension, highly reflective, transparent, or translu-
cent objects 
- Two Possible Approaches: 
- Rotate object while photographing in one position
- Photograph object in different angles

Capturing Pictures 

- Extruding 
 - Extending a 2D object on its x-axis to create depth
 - Select “Effect”->”3D”->”Extrude and Bevel”
- Revolving
 - Creates a path for object on y-axis in circular path
 - Select object ->”Effect”->”3D”->”Extrude and Bevel”

Illustrator 



- Open Reality Composer -> Choose Create Document 
- Select Anchor Dependent On Project Format(vertical, horizontal 
face, image)
- Replace or Keep default object
- Adjust Look or Physics by Selecting Properties Icon
- Add Actions by Selecting More Icon -> Then Behavior
- Test Product with AR Icon
- Export Product

BACKGROUND RESEARCH BACKGROUND RESEARCH 

Steps for All Projects:



BACKGROUND RESEARCH 

- Transform 2D images into 3D images
 - Create 3D Postcards and Shapes
  - Depending on shape it may require more than one mesh
- 3D Mesh
 - Creates depth through grayscale
- 3D Animations 
 - Move object through space 
 - 3D render 

Photoshop



CONTENT EXAMPLES & INSPIRATION 
BACKGROUND RESEARCH 

The app Froggilepedia allows you to 
dissect a frog and learn of its anato-
my without having to kill or use real 
frogs. 

Civilisations by 
BBC is an app 
that allows the 
user to drop 
historical arti-
facts and learn 
its history. A 
great visual aid 
for when learn-
ing history. 



SOURCES
- https://www.marxentlabs.com/usdz-files/ 

- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PHGIRRskzzE&t=26s

- https://developer.apple.com/videos/play/wwdc2019/609/

- https://developer.apple.com/documentation/realitykit/captur
ing_photographs_for_realitykit_object_capture

- https://helpx.adobe.com/illustrator/using/creating-3d-objects.html

- https://helpx.adobe.com/photoshop/using/creating-3d-ob
jects-animations-photoshop.html


